
Want to delve into the wonderful world of grey, but feel 
overwhelmed? Fear not, this handy info-pack will guide the way. 
Most grey paints aren’t pure grey (black mixed with white, or neutral greys), but in fact contain other colours 
which give them distinct cool or warm undertones. Whether to choose a warm or cool grey is perhaps the 
most important factor to consider, as it will have a huge impact on the look and feel of a room. 

Of course, these aren’t hard and fast rules, and 
breaking them can sometimes yield stunning results 
- but there is one rule that we reckon you should 
always stick to: buy a sample pot and paint test 
squares on the wall to check how a shade will look 
as lighting and surroundings have an effect on the 
colour (particularly important if choosing paint 
online, as different screens will render colours in 
different ways). The paint will change slightly as it 
dries, so wait at least 24 hours before deciding; this 
will also enable you to see it in all light i.e. 
morning/afternoon/evening. 

Good luck, and live your best grey life!

WARM GREYS will lean towards warmer 
undertones like yellow, beige, brown etc, and are 
good for matching with warm wood tones, brick, 
coppers and natural materials like leathers. To 
create contrast use them next cool colours.

TIP: You can mix light and dark shades to create a focal 
point. or vary the darkness – and therefore the atmosphere 

in your space.

COOL GREYS are colors that have a blue-green or 
blue-purple undertones and are great for 
complimenting cements, marbles, silvers, chromes 
and ashy woods. To create contrast pair them with 
warm colours.

NEUTRAL GREYS work with most colour 
combinations, but won’t create contrast as well. 

PLASCON 43
Antique Petal

PLASCON 58
Storms Mountain

PLASCON 53
Paris Paving

GR-G07
Addo Skin

PLASCON 38
Silver

PLASCON 39
Sterling

PLASCON 46
Bali Deep

PLASCON 41
Thames Dusk
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